Please note:

- The SILS Operations Center at CDL is presented as a distinct element that will be deeply connected to and embedded in the UCLAS-integrated SILS governance and operations structure. A summary of the SILS Operations Center at CDL is under development and will be released before the UCLAS-integrated SILS structure is launched in January 2022. Already, the recommended SILS charges reflect that the various SILS groups and teams will partner and work cooperatively with the SILS Operations Center at CDL; the center’s summary will similarly reflect these deep interconnections and partnerships.
- “Project Team” is an existing team type within UCLAS; these teams perform time-limited and clearly scoped activities with specific outcomes and end dates.
- The SILS Operations All Chairs follows a structure developed in phase 4; this All Chairs group will establish a forum to advance operations-based communication and consultation.